
GAS MARINE 
Trigeneration for ships 
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In thermodynamics we mean by Trigeneration the production of mechanical and/or electric energy, 
using the heat produced by the engines for its subsequent transformation by the Cold Absorption 
method and thus obtaining: mechanical energy or electricity + heat + cold. 
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This concept has been applied in the industry for a long time in order to maximize the energy 
contained in the fuel. 
In the case of thermal motors, usually, we utilize mechanical energy for electricity production or to 
move other mechanisms such as pumps or the propeller of a ship, and the heat of the exhaust gases 
at about 400 °C is expelled and lost In the atmosphere and the cooling water of jackets and lube oil is 
cooled to the atmosphere or sea water. It should be remembered that according to the laws of 
thermodynamics, they oblige the evacuation of a certain amount of heat in any thermal process of 
electricity or mechanic production (propeller), since all the heat absorbed cannot be transformed into 
work, and the objective of Cogeneration Is that you do not miss out on this great amount of energy, 
because, Cogeneration reduces the consumption of primary energy (fuel). 
Well, Genemex Energía is a specialist in thermodynamics, having developed Cogeneration and 
Trigeneration facilities for industry or in fields as important as the Data Centers and today this chapter 
is open for ships, mainly fixed-port vessels such as: tugboats, ferries and other marine work vessels. 
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Natural Gas 

Natural Gas is a primary energy source of fossil origin that, however, due to its physical, chemical, 
form of extraction and transport characteristics, make this resource the cheapest, most efficient and 
least polluting of all fossil resources. In addition, there are greater reserves of gas than oil and is more 
diversified throughout the planet; which makes this fuel the most stable. 

Natural Gas exists throughout Europe, both in gas under tube and in liquid (LNG) format, valid for 
truck transport; having a vast experience in Spain for all this. 

On the other hand, seen from the side of combustion, we note that the engines are designed to 
convert the different formats of the fuel to gas format or the most similar to it. Thus, gasoline is 
converted into gas in the carburetor and, the gas oil, becomes a fine rain, most similar to gas, after 
injection. However, Natural Gas is already gas; no change of state is required. 
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Emissions 

The combustion of Natural Gas produces less greenhouse gases than other fossil fuels such as 
petroleum products (fuel oil, gas oil or gasoline) and especially coal. In addition, it is a fuel that burns 
cleaner, more efficiently and safely, does not produce sulfur dioxide (which causes acid rain) or solid 
particles (smoke). The reason why it produces less CO2 is that the molecule of its main component, 
methane, contains four hydrogen atoms for each carbon, producing two molecules of water for each 
of CO2. Whereas long-chain hydrocarbons (e.g. those contained in diesel) produce practically only one 
molecule of water per each CO2 (in addition, the standard enthalpy of water formation is very high). 
Diesel engines require the use of additional technologies such as: gas recirculation systems, catalysts, 
particulate filters, etc.; devices that are not needed in gas engines and yet emit less pollutants. 
Observe the following graph: 

The regulations that engine manufacturers have to comply with are IMO Marpol, EU or EPA. IMO Tier 
III takes effect from 2016. These limitations become more difficult to meet for diesel engines. 
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Emissions 

The next level for EU emissions regulations has not yet been finalized but the discussions focus on the 
implementation of the EPA Tier IV level or even a significantly stricter regulation of marine power 
plants used in EU areas such as Waterways or certain coastal areas. 
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Economy 

And, on the other hand, we have the economic advantages of Natural Gas. Its price is approximately 
half that of Diesel and the forecast is that it will continue this way and that, even, be distanced more 
and more from the petroleum derivatives. Also its calorific value is superior. 

Diesel oil A 

Concept Quantity Unit 

Density = 0,85 Kg/l 

PCI = 11,80 KWh/Kg 

Price without TVA = 0,90 €/l 

Final cost = 0,091 €/KWh 

Diesel Oil B 

Concept Quantity Unit 

Densidad aparente = 0,85 Kg/l 

PCI = 11,49 KWh/Kg 

Precio sin IVA = 0,80 €/l 

Coste = 0,082 €/KWh 

Natural Gas 

Concept Quantity Unit 

PCI = 12,53 KWh/Kg 

Cost = 0,043463 €/KWh 
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Trigeneration 

Genemex Energía, in addition to installing natural gas engines, creates expert energy saving 
systems. To begin with, we equip the system with a LNG tank, at low pressure, with a Vaporizer group 
equipped with an exchanger capable of recovering the cold produced by the expansion of the LNG 
gas. Generally, while the Main Engines are running, with the cooling energy produced by this 
Vaporizer, it is enough to air-conditioning the entire ship. However, at stand-by times in port, only the 
Generator is running and, instead of using the electricity generated to produce cold, we use the heat 
of the Generator (exhaust and jackets) to drive a cooling machine by Cycle Of Absorption that directly 
uses the exhaust of the engine and the hot water of shirts as energy source; producing cold water at 
7ºC for air conditioning. Likewise, in winter, the hot water of this Generator is used for heating; with 
the consequent saving of fuel. 
 

 
LNG 
Tank Vaporizer 

Mean Engine 

GeneraTor 

Water 7 ºC 

LNG Gas 

Absorption 

Gases 400 ºC 

Water 90 ºC 
Water 12 ºC 

Water 7 ºC 

http://www.google.es/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwi2jdnrkPfTAhUIWxoKHWl-B24QjRwIBw&url=http://www.motorship.com/news101/ships-and-shipyards/ferries-for-the-future&psig=AFQjCNH62jYxB_7FL0OTj2iCj5tg63JGLQ&ust=1495117382447878
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Genemex Energía, as Turn Key Engineering (EPC), always offers the best equipment and the Best 
Available Technology in the Market (BAT). Thus, we offer engines and generators of the brand MTU 
and Rolls Royce, absorption chillers of the World Energy brand and systems of liquefied natural gas 
LNG Ham. 
 

LNG facility 

The devices are all equipped with double walls to 
operate under regulations in confined spaces, along 
with all other safety devices, surveillance, gas detection 
and fire, complying with the regulations of transport, 
ADR, construction of CNG facilities, regulations of 
Pressure equipment, gas, explosive atmospheres, low 
voltage and others applicable in Europe. 

The tank truck directly discharges the liquid gas into the tank 
inside the ship. This liquid gas must be converted into a 
gaseous state for use by the engines; for which, we use a 
Vaporizer that needs to absorb heat to gasify the LNG; or 
what is the same, produces cold, we recover it through the 
built-in heat exchanger for the ships air-conditioning system. 
This tank operates at low pressure, with the ressure being 5 
bar and at the outlet has a pressure regulator to adjust to the 
inlet pressure to the motors. 

http://www.google.es/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjWmYmm6fbTAhWPI1AKHQCTDhEQjRwIBw&url=http://dieciochoruedas.blogspot.com/2014/04/volvo-desarrolla-el-uso-de-motores-gnl.html&psig=AFQjCNHnQCaezS4hCE7Gb-Rdni3o53FJxA&ust=1495106682823159
http://www.google.es/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwig1t3AoPTTAhUFORoKHeu6CXIQjRwIBw&url=http://worldmaritimenews.com/archives/84380/usa-intermodal-lng-tanks-significant-for-marine-industry/&psig=AFQjCNHEiHi4-d1tOkCGwJ9vmzvLWvjs-g&ust=1495018485450632
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Propulsion engines 

Experience has shown that the most efficient, 
robust and durable engines on the market to date 
are manufactured by Rolls Royce, through its 
subsidiary Bergen for high power and MTU for low 
power; so Genemex undoubtedly advises this 
equipment in its naval projects, ensuring that 
these groups fit into our energy models and thus 
reduce the ship's operating costs and, therefore, 
increase the ship owner's competitiveness. 

The multipoint gas injection system is designed 
to enhance the dynamic acceleration behavior 
of the engine to match the performance of 
modern diesel engines. The wide rev range 
and engine map ensure that fixed pitch 
propellers can be used in propulsion design. 
The result is a more economical and less 
complex overall propulsion system compared 
to controllable pitch propellers or electric 
propulsion systems. 

The safety concept, which has been optimized 
for gas operation, includes double wall gas pipes, 
which means that no additional safety 
precautions are required in the engine room. The 
classifications of marine gas engines are in 
accordance with ISO 3046-1, at a maximum 
ambient air temperature of 45 °C and a 
maximum sea water temperature of 32 °C. These 
engines provide the following Emissions 
compared to diesel: 92% NOx, 22% greenhouse 
gases and about 0% SOx and dust. 
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Bergen marine gas 
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MTU marine gas: 

8V 4000 M05-N 16V 4000 M05-N 

http://www.google.es/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwi726bzsvfTAhUBfhoKHZyFAKoQjRwIBw&url=http://www.marinelog.com/index.php?option=com_k2&view=item&id=8313:rolls-royce-to-showcase-mtu-systems-at-workboat-show&Itemid=230&psig=AFQjCNHmdIBisZfsEu0vwxPK5EhZH7P7hw&ust=1495126630811565
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Gas Bergen generators: 
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Absorption Chillers 

Absorption cycle chillers used by Genemex for 
marine use the heat of the engine cooling circuit 
at 90 °C and the exhaust system at 400 °C as a 
source of energy, instead of using electrical 
energy. With this configuration, the chiller is 
capable to producing cold water at 7 °C with a 
cooling efficiency COP = 1.04; Which means that, 
for each thermal KWh recovered in the engine, we 
can obtain a refrigerator KWh. We can say that for 
a 2000 KWe (electric) generator, we can get about 
2000 KWf (chilled), using only the thermal energy 
that is normally discharged. 
So, this system provides the best configuration for 
energy saves. 

Unlike ships that operate with electric air conditioning systems, using the electric power produced by 
the generator set and wasting heat from the sea; with our Engine / Electricity / Heat / Absorption 
system, known as Trigeneration, we save a lot of fuel because, while we produce electricity for all 
the ship's systems, we produce cold with the residual heat of the engine; being, the system of electric 
air-conditioning in the ships, which consumes the most consumption. Thus, with the Trigeneración 
system we reduce a significant fuel consumption and the consequent reductions of CO2 to the 
atmosphere. 

•They generate air conditioning from the heat of 
the engines. 
•Special design for marine use to mechanically 
support the rocking and pitching movements of 
the ship. 
•Designed to avoid mixing Br-Li solution and 
coolant by ship movements. 
•Production of cold water at 7 ° C with possibility 
to reach -60 °C. 
•Use of Cu / Ni and Titanium materials for the 
heat exchangers, in order to use sea water as a 
refrigerant. 
•Saving 0.01 l diesel per KWhf used. 
•Saving 27.9 g of CO2 per KWhf used. 
•Very low maintenance due to the absence of 
mechanical elements in the design. 
•Availability: more than 8500 h / year. 

Rolling and Pitching test. 
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MTU references 
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Genemex references 

Genemex has developed, built and operated a Trigeneration plant for a Tier IV Data Center in 
Castellón for the company Tissat SA, equipped with two MTU gas engines of 1500 KWe each, a 2000 
KWe Diesel group, an Absorption chiller 1500 KWf and an electric chiller of 1200 KWf. 
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Genemex dealers in the world 

Genemex S.L. 
Bureau: Universidad Jaume I – Edificio Espaitec I – 12071 Castellon – Sapin – Europe. 
Factory: 9 Huelva street – Moncada – Valence – Spain – 46113 
Phone: 0034 629 662 404 
Email: info@genemex.es 
Web: www.genemex.es Spain 

Canada 

Jipetco Resources 
Managing Consultant: Peter C. Oganwu, M.Eng., P.Eng. 
Adress: 45, 805 5 Avenue SW - Calgary, AB T2P 0N6 - Canada 
Phone: 587.352.2175 
Fax: 587.352.4543 
Email: info@jipetcoresources.ca 
Web: www.jipetcoresources.ca 

Morocco 

Azolis SRL 
Adress: 27 Rue Salime Cherkaoui 57 BD Abdelmoumen - 20000 Casablanca 
Phone: 00212 603 197 102 – 00212 5 22 29 72 
Email: 59b.bakkali@azolis.com 
Web: www.azolis.com 

Burkina Faso 

Solar Energy 
Adress: 217, Avenue Tansôba Waaré (29-99)10 BP. 561 Ouagadougou 10 
Phone: (00226) 25 37 75 95 – 25 45 40 45 
Email: infoburkina@zenithconception.com 
Web: www.zenithconception.com 

Côte d’Ivoire 

Cogedis International SARL 
Adress: Abidjan Koumassi cité SIR villa N˚ 127 - 10 BP 710 Abidjan 10 RC 
Phone: (+225) 21 56 45 71  
Email: info@cogedisinternational.com 
Web: cogedisinternational.com 

Senegal 

Segelec Group 
Adress: HLM Grand-Medine Pll nº 927, Dakar/Sénégal 
Phone: +221 77 391 33 74 - + 221 70 799 66 46 
Email: makhtarkone2009@yahoo.fr 

Setup Technologies 
Adress: Hann Maristes Nº C 68 – BP: 84111 Dakar – Sénégal 
Phone:  +221 33 832 65 99 - +221 77 538 48 99 - Fax: +221 33 832 99 99 
Email: moustapha.sarr@setup-technologies.com 
Web: www.setup-technologies.com 

Association Greencom 
Adress: Dravela Bolibana, rue 388, Porte 85. Bamako (MALI). 
Phone: 00223 61 14 40 74 - 00223 76 53 99 08 
Email: greencom.asso@gmail.com Mali 
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Congo 

Congo Ingénierie Environnementale 
Managing consultant: Leonard Kidzie 
Adress: Marché Plateau CV, Pointe Noire, Republique du Congo 
Phone: 00 242 04 444 24 76 / 0024206 819 23 05 / 0033 675 127 235 
Email: ingenierienvironnementale@gmail.com 

Madagascar 

SOSAM Solar and Satellite Applications of Madagascar 
Managing consultant: Matthias Knop 
Adress: Besopaka, 208 Sambava, Madagascar. 
Phone:  00 261 20 88 966 77 
Email: sosam.solar@gmail.com 

Togo 

ETS Soldi International 
Managing consultant: Esse Penoukou 
Adress: 28, rue Aniko Palako Grand Marché de Lome-Togo 
Phone: 00228 90 03 32 09 – 00228 99 68 73 73 
Email: etssoldiinternational@yahoo.com 

Benin 

PMCS Procurement SARL 
Adress: C/1094 – Wologuèdè – COTONOU – 01BP989République du Bénin 
Phone:  +33 648 346 365 +229 96 18 08 03 
Email: direction@pmcs-procurement.com - cotation@pmcs-procurement.com 
Web: www.pmcs-procurement.com 

RAAMI SARL 
Adress: Ilot: 657, Quartier Dandji, 06BP2289, Cotonou, Benin 
Phone: (+229) 21 15 73 07 / 97 29 39 73 / 66 56 51 10 
Email: raamisarl7@yahoo.fr 



Genemex Energía 

Spain Technologies 

http://www.genemex.es/

